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Abstract

One of the most debilitating aspects of schizophrenia is an apparent of interest in or ability to exert effort for rewards. Such “negative symptoms” may prevent individuals from obtaining potentially beneficial outcomes in educational, occupational or social domains. In animal models, dopamine abnormalities decrease willingness to work for rewards, implicating DA function as a candidate substrate for negative symptoms given that schizophrenia involves dysregulation of the dopamine system. We used the Effort-Expenditure for Rewards Task (EEfRT) to assess the degree to which individuals with schizophrenia were willing to exert increased effort for either larger magnitude rewards or for rewards that were more probable. Fifty-nine individuals with schizophrenia and thirty-nine demographically similar controls performed the EEfRT task, which involves making choices between “easy” and “hard” tasks to earn potential rewards. Individuals with schizophrenia showed less of an increase in effort allocation as either reward magnitude or probability increased. In controls, the frequency of choosing the hard task in high reward magnitude and probability conditions was negatively correlated with depression severity and anhedonia. In schizophrenia, fewer hard task choices were associated with more severe negative symptoms and worse community and work function as assessed by a caretaker. Consistent with patterns of disrupted dopamine functioning observed in animal models of schizophrenia, these results suggest that one mechanism contributing to impaired function and motivational drive in schizophrenia may be a reduced allocation of greater effort for higher magnitude or higher probability rewards.

Introduction

The negative symptoms that plague many individuals with schizophrenia are just as debilitating as psychotic symptoms, and much less effectively treated by our currently
available antipsychotic medications (Kirkpatrick, Fenton, Carpenter, & Marder, 2006). Critically, research on negative symptoms has uncovered that anhedonia and amotivation in schizophrenia do not reflect a blunted capacity to enjoy pleasurable experiences (Aghevli, Blanchard, & Horan, 2003; Cohen & Minor, 2010; Kring & Moran, 2008; Llerena, Strauss, & Cohen, 2012). This suggests that the mechanisms leading to impaired motivation in schizophrenia must involve something other than a lack of enjoyment in or “liking” of rewarding outcomes (Barch & Dowd, 2010; Kring & Elis, 2012). There is a growing evidence that people with schizophrenia have deficits in reward learning/prediction that relate to negative symptoms (Gold et al., 2012; Waltz, Frank, Robinson, & Gold, 2007; Waltz, Frank, Wiecki, & Gold, 2011; Waltz & Gold, 2007). However, there is much less work on motivation or effort allocation.

One reason to think that motivation impairments in schizophrenia might involve reduced willingness to exert effort is the large literature on the role of dopamine in computing cost-benefit computations and in modulating the amount of effort allocated to obtain rewarding outcomes (for a review, see (Fervaha, Foussias, Agid, & Remington, 2013). There is a wealth of animal data showing that dopamine function plays a crucial role in constraining the amount of effort than an animal will exert for a given reward (Assadi, Yucel, & Pantelis, 2009;Floresco, St Onge, Ghods-Sharifi, & Winstanley, 2008; Kurniawan, Guitart-Masip, & Dolan, 2011; Salamone & Correa, 2012; Salamone, Correa, Farrar, Nunes, & Pardo, 2009). Numerous studies have shown that a variety of manipulations that block dopamine receptors or down-regulate dopamine function lead animals to be less willing to exert greater effort to obtain high magnitude outcome (Assadi, Yucel, & Pantelis, 2009; Floresco, St Onge, Ghods-Sharifi, & Winstanley, 2008; Kurniawan, Guitart-Masip, & Dolan, 2011; Salamone & Correa, 2012; Salamone et al., 2009) and can modulate their sensitivity to reward information (Floresco, 2013). In healthy humans, stimulating dopamine release via \(d\)-amphetamine administration increases willingness to exert effort (Wardle, Treadway, Mayo, Zald, & de Wit, 2011), and those individuals with the greatest increase in dopamine release show the largest increases in effort expenditure (Treadway et al., 2012).

However, people with schizophrenia do not show reduced dopamine release or dopamine receptor availability, at least not in the striatum. Indeed, prior work suggests that both tonic striatal dopamine transmission as well as dopaminergic responses to dopamine-releasing agents such as \(d\)-amphetamine may be increased in schizophrenia (Abi-Dargham et al., 2000; Abi-Dargham, van de Giessen, Slifstein, Kegeles, & Laruelle, 2009; Laruelle, Abi-Dargham, Gil, Kegeles, & Innis, 1999). Similarly, individuals at high risk for developing schizophrenia also show greater dopamine release in response to \(d\)-amphetamine or stress (Abi-Dargham et al., 2004; Soliman et al., 2008; Woodward et al., 2011). These findings would appear to argue against a role for striatal dopamine as a substrate for negative symptoms related to effort. One explanation for this discrepancy may that decreased motivation can result from an over-expression of post-synaptic D2 receptors rather than attenuated dopamine release. Mice genetically altered to overexpress D2 receptors across the course of development show a reduction in effort allocation in the context of intact hedonic experience (Drew et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2012), though D2 overexpression that only occurs in adulthood does not have the same effect (Trifilieff et al., 2013). Consistent with
this mechanism, human imaging studies suggest that schizophrenia may be associated with a modest increase in D2 receptor availability (Fusar-Poli & Meyer-Lindenberg, 2013a, 2013b; Howes et al., 2012).

An additional factor that may help reconcile the preclinical and clinical literatures regarding dopamine levels and effort is the importance of timing for normative dopamine function. In animal models, the reinforcing effects of dopamine on target behaviors has been repeatedly shown to depend on the temporal correspondence between dopamine neuron firing and reward-related cues (Schultz, 2007; Tsai et al., 2009). Consequently, one possibility is that patients with schizophrenia experience erratic burst firing of dopamine neurons (Heinz & Schlagenauf, 2010). This hypothesis would suggest that schizophrenia is not associated with a steady-state attenuation of dopamine response, but rather a deficit in the appropriate recruitment of dopamine systems when needed for everyday activities. When considering the effort-related functions of striatal dopamine, this model would make the key prediction that individuals with schizophrenia would not necessarily be “less motivated” than controls in terms of overall effort production, but would be unable to optimize the deployment of effort in response to reward information in the environment. Consistent with this hypothesis, there are two previous studies showing sub-optimal allocation of effort for monetary rewards among individuals with schizophrenia (Fervaha et al., 2013; Gold et al., 2013), with a greater impairment in patients with high negative symptoms (Gold et al., 2013) or apathy (Fervaha et al., 2013). Critically, there have been no prior studies looking at how laboratory-based measures of effort expenditure may relate to informant based ratings of motivated behavior in daily life. This is a crucial step in linking translational research and laboratory-based assessments to functional impairments in this disorder.

The goal of the current study was to test the hypotheses that: 1) individuals with schizophrenia would show a reduced willingness to choose tasks that require greater effort even if they come with the possibility of greater reward, and 2) that such deficits would be related to negative symptoms such as amotivation and function in community and work settings. The current study used the Effort-Expenditure for Rewards Task (EEfRT) (Treadway, Buckholtz, Schwartzman, Lambert, & Zald, 2009), which involves making choices between easy and “hard” tasks (number of button presses) to earn potential rewards. This task has been shown to be related to dopamine function in the striatum and the ventral medial prefrontal cortex, (Treadway et al., 2012), and reduced effort allocation on this task predicts individual differences in anhedonia in a healthy population as well as among depressed individuals (Treadway, Bossaller, Shelton, & Zald, 2012; Treadway et al., 2012; Treadway et al., 2009). We also wished to examine whether or not such deficits in effort allocation could be associated with impaired motor function, so we included a finger tapping test. In addition, we examined the potential influence of antipsychotic medication dosage on effort allocation.

Methods

Participants

Participants were 59 individuals with schizophrenia (N=46) or schizoaffective disorder (N=13) (SCZ) who did not have a major depressive episode in the past year, and 39 healthy
controls (CON). These individuals were participating in a larger study on motivation and reward processing in schizophrenia, and the majority of these participants also participated in the study described in (Mann, Footer, Chung, Driscoll, & Barch, in press). Fifty-three of the SCZ were taking antipsychotic medications. Olanzapine equivalents were computed using the method of Gardner et al (Gardner, Murphy, O’Donnell, Centorrino, & Baldessarini, 2010). See Table 1 for demographic and clinical characteristics of the two groups. The Washington University Human Research Protection Office approved the protocol used in this study and participants were compensated for their time and effort.

Clinical Ratings

Diagnoses were based on a Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM–IV–TR (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 2001) conducted by one of two Masters level clinicians who participated in regular joint interview and rating sessions involving consensus building discussion to ensure ongoing rating consistency. Exclusion criteria were mental retardation, a major depressive episode or dysthymia within the past year, a substance abuse/dependence disorder within the past 6 months, or a head injury event with neurological sequelae and/or loss of consciousness. Healthy controls were excluded for any personal or family history of psychosis, as well as bipolar disorder. To make contact with the existing literature, clinical symptoms were assessed using the Scales for Assessment of Negative (Andreasen, 1983a) and Positive Symptoms (Andreasen, 1983b), and grouped as follows: positive symptoms (global scores for hallucinations and delusions); disorganization (global scores for bizarre behavior, positive thought disorder, and attention), and the anhedonia and avolition subscales of the SANS. In addition, we also assessed negative symptoms using the more recently developed Brief Negative Symptom Scale (BNSS) (Kirkpatrick et al., 2010; Strauss et al., 2012), with subscales for anhedonia and avolition. To minimize the number of analyses, we z-scored the respective Anhedonia and Avolition scales from the BNSS and the SANS and combined them into a Clinical Anhedonia and a Clinical Avolition scale. The pattern of correlations with clinically rated anhedonia and avolition was essentially identical if we examined associations with the SANS and the BNSS measures separately.

Community Function

We used the Specific Levels of Functioning Scale (SLOF) (Schneider & Struening, 1983) to assess functional status. The SLOF relates to both proxy measures of functional performance and to neuropsychological performance (Bowie et al., 2008). The SLOF assesses the domains of interpersonal relationships, participation in community activities and work skills. We focused on the community and work function subscales, as those seemed most likely to be related to motivation to exert effort. Reports from someone who knows the patient well are more valid than patient reports (Bowie et al., 2007). Thus, we asked an individual with information about the patient’s function to fill out the SLOF (family member, caseworker, therapist). We were able to obtain informant reports for 44 of 59 patients. Patients with and without SLOF informant reports did not differ significantly on age, personal education, parental SES, BNSS or SANS/SAPS scores (all ps >.07, and 9/10 ps > .11) or in the percentage of hard task choices in any of the EEfRT conditions (all ps >.22).
**Self-report Measures of Depression, Anhedonia and Pleasure**

Participants completed the following individual difference measures: 1) Revised Social (Eckblad, Chapman, Chapman, & Mishlove, 1982) and Physical Anhedonia Scales (Chapman & Chapman, 1978) (higher = more anhedonia); 2) Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Scale (Snaith et al., 1995) (higher = less anhedonia); 3) Temporal Experience of Pleasure Scale (TEPS) to measure individual differences in anticipatory pleasure and consummatory pleasure (Gard, Germans, Kring, & John, 2006) (higher scores = greater pleasure); 4) The Beck Depression Inventory (A T Beck & Steere, 1987; A. T. Beck, Ward, Mendelson, Mock, & Erbaugh, 1961) to assess depression. We had originally included the Snaith-Hamilton, the TEPS and the Chapman measures of anhedonia to try to assess varied aspects of pleasure and anhedonia. However, when we examined their interrelationships, we were somewhat surprised at the degree of intercorrelation. The TEPS anticipatory and consummatory pleasure scales were strongly correlated \((r = .51)\), and the Snaith-Hamilton was also fairly strongly correlated \((r = .36 \text{ and } r = .46)\) with the two TEPS measures. As such, to reduce the number of analyses we created two summary scores: 1) an anhedonia measure by Z-scoring and averaging the Chapman Social and Physical Anhedonia measures; and 2) a pleasure measure by Z-scoring and averaging the Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Scale and the TEPS Anticipatory and Consummatory Pleasure Scales.

**EEfRT Task**

We used a modification of the Effort-Expenditure for Rewards Task (EEfRT) developed by Treadway and colleagues (Treadway et al., 2012; Treadway et al., 2009; Wardle et al., 2011). On each trial, participants were asked to choose between two different task difficulty levels in order to obtain a monetary award. The easy task was always worth $1, and the hard task was worth between $1.24 and $4.30. The easy task required the participants to make 30 button presses using their non-dominant “pinky” finger within 7 seconds, and the hard task required 100 button presses within 21 seconds. Participants were told that they would not always win the amount of reward associated with the successful completion of their chosen task. Instead, each trial included an indication of the likelihood of “winning” the reward if they completed their task choice successfully. We used two probability levels, either 50% probability or 88% probability. We eliminated the 12% probability level used in the original version of this task because it elicited a relatively low level of hard task choice even in healthy individuals (Treadway et al., 2009). There were an equal number of high and low probability level trials associated with each reward level, and all participants were presented with trials in the same pre-randomized order. Each trial started with a 1-second fixation cross, following by a 5 second “choice” period during which participants were shown information about the probability level associated with that trial and the reward magnitude associated with the hard task. Once participants selected a task, they were shown the word “Ready” for 1 second, and then they completed their task choice (a “counter” on the screen showed their progress). They were then give feedback for 2 seconds as to whether they successfully completed the task, and if so, they were then provided with feedback as to whether they won money for that trial (for 2 seconds). Participants were told ahead of time that two of their trials would be randomly selected for payment at the end of the task, and that they would receive the amount of reward earned on those two trials. Participants
completed as many trials as possible in 15 minutes. Participants were provided with standardized instructions and a number of examples of how their choices could influence the amount of money they win and what was meant by variations in probability. All participants experienced trials across all reward magnitude and probability levels.

**Finger Tapping Speed**

It is possible that an individual’s ability to complete the 100 finger presses within the requisite time might influence their willingness to choose the hard task option. Thus, each participant also completed an assessment of the number of presses they could make with their non-dominant pinky within 15 seconds. Each person completed three trials, with the average used as an estimate of finger tapping speed.

**Data Analysis**

To simply the analysis of the EEfRT task, the reward levels were grouped into quartiles, with low (<$1.86), medium ($1.96 to < $2.77), high ($2.77 to <$3.58) and highest (>= $3.58) levels. To determine whether there were an adequate number of trials within each cell, we computed percentiles for the number of trials in each of the eight cells (two probability conditions by four reward levels). The 10th percentile for the number of trials in each cell across all conditions and all groups was 6, and the 25th percentile was 6 trials. Thus, we believed we had sufficient trials in each cell. If we were to group reward levels into only low and high, we would have a minimum of 8 trials per cell, with the 10th percentile being 10 trials per cell. Analyses using such a two reward level approach were essentially identical, but we present the analyses using all four reward magnitudes for greater specificity.

The dependent measure for each condition was the percentage of “hard” task choices. The majority of the dependent measures from the EEfRT task were not normally distributed. Thus, we used an Arcsine transformation for the analyses of the percentage of “hard” choices in each condition. These data were analyzed using a mixed model repeated measures ANOVA with group (CON, SCZ) as a between subject factor and both probability (50 and 88%) and reward level (low, medium, high and highest) as within subjects factors. Correlations with clinical and function measures used Pearson’s product moment correlations, as the data were normally distributed.

**Results**

The groups did not differ in age, gender, ethnicity, or parental education, though as expected the SCZ had lower personal education (Table 1). The SCZ reported significantly greater anhedonia across almost all of the self-report measures. However results for these self-report measures in a largely overlapping subset were previously reported in (Mann et al., in press). The SCZ reported significantly greater levels of depression. Table 1 reports the percentage of individuals taking typical versus atypical antipsychotics, and Supplemental Table 1 provides a detailed breakdown of the percentage of individuals taking each type of antipsychotic medication.
EEfRT Task

On average, CON choose the hard task on 61% trials (median = 63%, 75 percentile = 77%) and SCZ choose the hard task on 56% of the trials (median 58%, 75 percentile = 67%). Only 3 CON chose the hard task on more than 90% of trials and only 6 SCZ chose the hard task on more than 90% of trials. The repeated measures ANOVA indicated significant main effects of probability ($F(1,96)=43.33$, $p<.001$) and reward ($F(3,288)=61.87$, $p<.001$), with the likelihood of hard task choices greater in the 88% versus 50% condition and greater in higher reward versus lower reward conditions. There was also a probability by reward interaction ($F(3,288)=3.83$, $p=.01$). Posthoc contrasts indicated that, as can be seen in Figure 1, there was a highly significant linear effect of reward in the 50% probability condition ($F(1,96)=72.80$, $p<.001$), but only a marginal quadratic effect ($F(1,96)=4.23$, $p=.04$). In contrast, there were highly significant linear ($F(1,96)=63.65$, $p<.001$), and quadratic effects ($F(1,96)=30.71$, $p<.001$) in the 88% condition, reflecting the fact that the likelihood of hard choice selection did not increase from the high to highest reward conditions in the 88% condition, although it did in the 50% condition.

Most importantly, there were also significant interactions between diagnostic group and reward ($F(3,288)=3.30$, $p < .05$) and between diagnostic group and probability ($F(1,96)=2.25$, $p<.05$). As can be seen in Figure 2, the effect size of the group difference in hard task choice increased as a function of reward value, with the SCZ (M=.19, SD=.28) showing a significantly smaller increase than CON (M=.28, SD=.21) in hard task choices from the low/medium conditions to the high/highest conditions ($F(1,96)=4.45$, $p<.05$). More specifically, individuals with SCZ (M=.65, SD=.25) made significantly fewer hard task choices than CON (M=.75, SD=.22) in the high/highest reward conditions ($F(1,96)=4.3$, $p<.05$), but the SCZ (M=.47, SD=.29) did not differ from CON (M=.46, SD=.24) in the low/medium reward conditions ($F(1,96)=0.01$, $p>.90$). In addition, the effect size of the group difference in hard task choice is greater in the 88% versus 50% probability condition (see Figure 3), with SCZ (M=.08, SD=.15) showing a significantly smaller increase than CON (M=.16, SD=.20) from 50% to 88% probability ($F(1,96)=4.87$, $p < .05$). There was no significant main effect of group ($F(1,96)=1.16$, $p=.28$) and no significant three-way interaction ($F(3,288)=0.05$, $p=.98$; see Supplemental Figure 1). Of note, both the group by reward and group by probability interactions remained significant if we only included the individuals with schizophrenia ($ps < .01$ and .05 respectively), and we plot the data separately for individuals with schizophrenia and individuals with schizoaffective disorder in Supplemental Figure 2.

The SCZ (M=92.4, SD=11.8) were significantly less likely than CON (M=98.7, SD=2.4) to successfully complete trials ($t(96)=3.30$, $p<.001$), though the rate of completion was above 90% for both groups. There was no significant correlation between the number of successfully completed trials and the likelihood of choosing the hard task among CON ($r=-.09$, $p=.60$) or SCZ ($r=-.05$, $p=.70$). The effects reported above remained significant if outliers in completion rate (e.g., above or below 3 SD from the mean, 2 CON and 6 SCZ) were eliminated from the analysis. SCZ had a significantly slower finger tapping rate than CON ($t(1,96)=4.98$, $p < .001$), but there was no significant correlation between finger
tapping and the likelihood of choosing the hard task among CON ($r=.12, p=.45$) or SCZ ($r=.07, p=.59$).

**Correlations with Self-Reported Depression and Hedonic Function**

To capture the conditions showing the largest group differences on the EEfRT task, we created the following summary scores: 1) percentage of hard task choices in the 88% probability conditions; 2) percentage of hard task choices in the high and highest reward conditions for both 50% and 88% probability; 3) increase in hard task choices from the 50% to 88% probability conditions; and 4) increase in hard task choices from the low/medium to the high/highest reward conditions. Among CON (see Table 2), the percentage of hard task choices in both the 88% probability conditions and the high/highest reward conditions were strongly negatively associated with depression severity, as was the increase in hard task choice from low/medium to high/highest reward and the increase from 50% to 88% probability conditions. Further, among CON, more severe anhedonia was associated with fewer hard task choices in the high/highest reward conditions and a smaller increase in hard task choices from low/medium to high/highest reward. All but two of these significant correlations survive Bonferroni correction.

In SCZ, neither depression nor anhedonia scores were associated with hard task choices. Greater pleasure was associated with a larger increase in hard task choices from the low/medium to high/highest reward conditions, but did not survive Bonferroni correction.

**Correlations with Clinician Rated Measures of Symptoms**

Among SCZ (Table 3), the severity of Clinical Avolition was negatively correlated with the percentage of hard task choices in the 88% probability condition, and with the increase in hard task choices from 50 to 88% probability conditions, though only the later correlation survived Bonferroni correction. Positive symptoms were also negatively correlated with the increase in hard task choices from 50 to 88% probability conditions, and both positive and disorganization symptoms were negatively correlated with increase in hard task choices from low to high reward values, though these last two correlations did not survive Bonferroni correction. In CON, there was a significant negative correlation between Clinical Avolition the percentage of hard task choices in the high reward level conditions, and a significant negative correlation between Clinical Anhedonia and the change in hard task choices with an increase in reward, though only this last correlation survived Bonferroni correction. The CON showed too few positive and disorganization symptoms to examine correlations for these domains.

**Correlations with Informant Rated Functional Status**

As shown in Figure 4, among SCZ, better community function was associated with more hard task choices in the 88% probability conditions ($r=.36, p<.01$, passing Bonferroni correction) and nominally with the high/highest reward conditions ($r=.29, p<.05$), but not with the percent increase scores ($rs$ of .09 and −.05 respectively). Similarly, better work function was associated with more hard task choices in the 88% probability conditions ($r=.38, p<.01$, passing Bonferroni correction) and nominally the high/highest reward conditions ($r=.34, p<.05$), but not with the percent increase scores ($rs$ of −.03 and −.06 respectively).
Because the function measures were not associated with change scores, we also examined whether they were correlated with the percentage of hard task choices in the 50% probability and/or the low/medium reward conditions. Community function was nominally correlated with hard task choices in the low/medium reward conditions ($r=.28, p<.05$), with a similar trend for the 50% probability conditions ($r=.24, p=.06$). Similarly, work function was nominally correlated with hard task choices in the low/medium ($r=.32, p<.05$) and 50% probability conditions ($r=.33, p<.05$). Taken together, these results suggest that work and community function were associated with an overall reduction in hard task choices given the similar magnitude of the correlations across both high and low probability conditions and high and low reward magnitude conditions.

**Correlations with Antipsychotic Olanzapine Equivalents**

There were no significant correlations between olanzapine equivalents and the percentage of hard task choices in the 88% probability condition ($r=-.22, p=.10$), the high/highest reward conditions ($r=.03, p=.84$), or in the change in hard task choice from the 50% to 88% condition ($r=-.09, p=.70$). There was a positive correlation with the percent change in hard task choice from the low/medium to high/highest reward condition ($r=.37, p<.05$), indicating that a higher antipsychotic olanzapine equivalent dosage was associated with a larger increase in hard task choice in the high/highest reward condition. This finding runs counter to the idea that antipsychotics might blunt modulation of effort and vigor. Further, all of the correlations between negative symptoms, work function and community function remain when covaring for olanzapine equivalents. In addition, analyses comparing just the six unmedicated individuals with schizophrenia to controls also showed a significant diagnostic group X reward magnitude interaction ($F(3,129)=4.9, p<.01$), with a lower percentage of hard choices in unmedicated patients compared to controls at the two highest reward magnitudes.

**Discussion**

The goal of the current study was to examine effort allocation in response to different reward magnitude and reward probabilities using the Effort-Expenditure for Rewards Task (EEfRT). On average, individuals with schizophrenia were less likely than healthy participants to choose the harder task when the reward magnitudes were high and when the likelihood of receiving the reward was high. Further, this could not be accounted for by impaired motor function. Consistent with prior literature, among controls, the likelihood of choosing the hard task in the high reward magnitude and high reward probability conditions was strongly negatively associated with depression severity. Further, greater Chapman anhedonia scores in controls were associated with fewer hard task choices in the high reward condition. In patients, worse avolition was associated with a smaller increase in hard task choices as probability of reward increased. Most importantly, among patients, worse community and work function was associated with an overall reduction in effort allocation. The observation of decreased effort allocation during high reward magnitude and high reward probability conditions replicates prior findings (Fervaha et al., 2013; Gold et al., 2013), using both the same task (Fervaha et al., 2013) and a different but conceptually similar task (Fervaha et al., 2013; Gold et al., 2013). Importantly, in both our study and in...
the study by Gold et al., greater deficits in effort allocation were associated with worse negative symptoms, and in the previous study by Fervaha, there was an association to apathy (Fervaha et al., 2013). This represents a strong degree of replication across studies, and clearly points to an important role for effort allocation in the negative symptoms of schizophrenia. However, in the current study, we found that reduced effort allocation as a function of probability was also associated with worse positive symptoms.

As described in the introduction, our results fit with prior findings of reduced effort allocation in D2 overexpressing mice (Drew et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2012), particularly the finding that poor community and work function was associated with overall reduced effort allocation. In addition, the aberrant salience model predicts that schizophrenia patients may exhibit dysregulated firing of dopamine neurons (Heinz & Schlagenhauf, 2010), which may result in both excessive firing to non-predictive reward cues as well as attenuated activity to relevant information. This hypothesis has been supported by a well-characterized animal model of schizophrenia—the mitotoxin methylazoxymethanol acetate (MAM) model (Lodge & Grace, 2009)—where altered signaling within a hippocampal-VTA circuit drives elevated striatal dopamine release as well as impaired dopaminergic coding of reward-relevant cues (Lodge & Grace, 2008, 2009, 2011). Consistent with this hypothesis, we did not observe a main effect of group across all trials, but observed our strongest effects in the extent to which patients and controls modulated their effort in terms of condition context. Further, the severity of negative symptoms was associated with diminished sensitivity to probability level in terms of effort allocation. Thus, our data are consistent with the hypotheses that several aspects of impaired dopamine function in schizophrenia contribute to negative symptoms and impaired community and work function. It is interesting however that negative symptoms were associated with a diminished responsivity to the increase in likelihood of receiving reward (e.g., probability) but not with sensitivity to changes in reward magnitude. It is not clear why this was so, though it is possible that it reflects a mediating effect of cognitive function, given that negative symptoms are frequently associated with impaired cognitive function (Ventura, Wood, & Hellemann, 2011), and at least some aspects of cognitive function may be particularly relevant to computing probability. Unfortunately, we did not measure cognitive function in the current study and thus is this a hypotheses that will need to be tested in future work. Our results are also potentially consistent with the hypothesis, but forth by Gold and colleagues (Brown et al., 2013; Gold et al., 2013; Gold, Waltz, Prentice, Morris, & Heerey, 2008), that motivational impairments in schizophrenia may reflect abnormalities in the appropriate “valuation” of potentially rewarding outcomes. If so, then in the individuals with schizophrenia may have failed to increase their effort allocation as reward magnitude increased and as reward probability increased because they did not appropriately increase the value associated with changes in these dimensions of the outcomes.

These findings also extended the results of previous studies by showing that effort allocation was related to work and community function in schizophrenia. This result provides important validation of laboratory effort-tasks as measures of real-world motivation, given that intact work and community function require the ability to expend effort in order to seek and maintain a vocation, as well as to participate in a range of community events. Although individuals with schizophrenia enjoy the positive outcomes associated with work (e.g.,
money) and community function (e.g., social interactions, consumable goods, etc.) difficulties modulating effort allocation in order to obtain those positive outcomes can clearly impede functional status in this illness. It is interesting to speculate as to possible interventions that may help to remediate such impairments in effort allocation, and thus potentially improve work and community function. For example, the work of Kring and colleagues suggests that emotional responses in schizophrenia may not be sustained when stimuli are not present in the immediate environment (Kring, Germans Gard, & Gard, 2011; Ursu et al., 2011). This is in keeping with the proposed impairment of dopaminergic reward coding discussed above. If true, environmental supports or cues that remind individuals with this illness about rewarding outcomes “in-the-moment” may increase the likelihood of increased effort allocation to engage in the behaviors necessary to eventually achieve such goals. While speculative, this hypothesis helps translate these laboratory findings into a novel intervention for amotivational symptoms in schizophrenia. However, this speculation should be moderated by the fact that many of the correlations between hard task choice and clinician rated and self-reported measures of anhedonia and amotivation were non-significant. It is not entirely clear why this was so, as there was adequate range on the clinical and self-report measures in the patient group.

There are a number of potential limitations to our results. The first is that patients completed fewer trials than controls. However, there was no relationship between the number of trials completed and the likelihood of choosing the hard task in either group, and all results held with outliers for completion rate were excluded. Such results reduce the likelihood that differential difficulty of button pressing in patients versus controls might be confounding the findings, but do not rule out this possibility. However, if patients simply found the button pressing more difficult, one might have expected a main effect of overall lower hard task choice, rather than specific interactions with reward magnitude and probability. Second, one might be concerned that the meaning or “value” associated with the amount of money might be different across groups. For example, the fact that the patients had lower personal SES could mean that the same amount of money had a higher value to them. However, this would actually predict the opposite results from what we found, namely a greater tendency to choose the hard task when you have a higher reward magnitude among patients. Another limitation to our findings is the potential effect of D2 blockade by antipsychotic drugs, given evidence in rats that D2 antagonists can reduce willingness to work for rewards (Randall et al., 2012). However, we found no relationship between increased antipsychotic dosage and reduced effort allocation – in fact we found evidence of the opposite relationship. In addition, we found that our small subset of unmedicated patients showed reduced effort allocation in the high probability and high reward magnitude conditions. Taken together, these findings argue against reduced effort allocation being the result of antipsychotic medications. However, there are numerous issues with using antipsychotic equivalents to assess medication effects, and the absence of a relationship does not rule out the potential influence of antipsychotics. Thus, further work in a larger sample of unmedicated patients and/or in unmedicated high risk individuals (e.g., relatives) will be needed to more clearly rule out this potential confound.

In summary, the current study adds to the literature on mechanisms of functional impairment in schizophrenia by demonstrating that impaired work and community function in
schizophrenia is related to a reduced ability to allocate effort in order to obtain monetary gain. This deficit is consistent with the animal literature suggesting that motivational deficits in schizophrenia may partially reflect alterations in mesolimbic dopamine systems. Future research will be needed to identify the precise role of dopamine function as a substrate for these symptoms, as well as examine potential methods by which improving effort allocation in schizophrenia may enhance work and community function.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1.
Percentage of hard task choices as a function of probability and reward magnitude.
Figure 2.
Percentage of hard task choices as a function of reward magnitude, plotted separately for individuals with schizophrenia and healthy controls. The values in parenthesis are the effect size of the group difference at each reward magnitude.
Figure 3.
Percentage of hard task choices as a function of reward probability, plotted separately for individuals with schizophrenia and healthy controls. The values in parenthesis are the effect size of the group difference at each reward magnitude. Note, the group X probability interaction was significant, though the group difference at the 88% probability condition was trend level.
Figure 4.
Graphs illustrating the relationships between SLOF community and work function and the percentage of hard task choices in the 88% probability and high reward conditions. Correlation values are on each group, with * = $p < .05$ and ** $p < .01$. 
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Table 1

Participant Demographic, Clinical, and Self-Report Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Healthy controls (N = 39)</th>
<th>Individuals with schizophrenia (N = 59)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% male)</td>
<td>48.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td>57.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity (% non-Caucasian)</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td>62.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years)</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental SES</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medication status</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical antipsychotics (%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypical antipsychotics (%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical and atypical (%)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Olanzapine Equivalents</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Ratings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive (SAPS)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganization (SAPS)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative (SANS)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative (BNSS)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality trait measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression Inventory</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Anhedonia</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Anhedonia</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snaith Hamilton Pleasure</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEPS Consummatory</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>35.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEPS Anticipatory Pleasure</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. SAPS = Schedule for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms; SANS = Schedule for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms; BNSS = Brief Negative Symptom Scale; The Revised Social Anhedonia Scale is from Chapman et al. (1976), and the Revised Physical Anhedonia Scale is from Eckblad et al. (1982). The Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Scale is from Snaith et al. (1995). The Temporal Experiences of Pleasure Scale (TEPS) Anticipatory Pleasure is from Gard et al. (2005).
Table 2

Correlations Between Percentage of Hard Task Choices and Self-Report Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>88% Probability</th>
<th>High &amp; Highest Reward</th>
<th>Change from 50% to 88%</th>
<th>Change from Low/Med to High/Highest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SCZ</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SCZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression Inventory</td>
<td>−.37*</td>
<td>−0.05</td>
<td>−.38**</td>
<td>−.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapman Social and Physical Anhedonia</td>
<td>−.24</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>−.46**</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasure^</td>
<td>−.08</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>−.16</td>
<td>−.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<.05;
** p<.01

Note: Bold indicates a correlation with significance of p<.05. Underline indicates that the correlation survived Bonferroni correction (p=.05/4 = p<.0125).

^ Average of Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Scale, TEPS Anticipatory Pleasure and TEPS Consummatory Pleasure
Table 3

Correlations Between Percentage of Hard Task Choices and Clinician Rated Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>88% Probability</th>
<th>High &amp; Highest Reward</th>
<th>Change from 50% to 88%</th>
<th>Change from Low/Med to High/Highest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SCZ</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SCZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Anhedonia</td>
<td>−.06</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>−.19</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−.13</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>−.09</td>
<td>−.42**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCZ</td>
<td>CON</td>
<td>SCZ</td>
<td>CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Avolition</td>
<td>−.24</td>
<td>−.23*</td>
<td>−.32*</td>
<td>−.31**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−.32</td>
<td>−.13</td>
<td>−.06</td>
<td>−.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS/SAPS Disorganization</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>−.02</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>−.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>−.12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>−.26*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPS/SANS Positive</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>−.18</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>−.36***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**p < .01
*p < .05
#p < .10

Combination of SANS Global Anhedonia and BNSS Anhedonia

Combination of SANS Global Avolition and BNSS Avolition

Note: Bold indicates a correlation with significance of p<.05. Underline indicates that the correlation survived Bonferroni correction (p=.05/4 = p<.0125).